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This essay aims to analytically explain the foreign policy of Pakistan (PFOP) under Imran Khan
Government. Here the question is that does PFOP in Change position? If it is, then at what
extent minor or major? To answer the question, we argue that POFP is in a change position at
a minor level. We found that the diplomacy which we dubbed “Speech diplomacy” is not
enough to achieve the desired foreign policy objective. There is a need for a clear policy that
should focus on strategic partnerships and flexible consensus.

No State foreign policy is immune to change where Pakistan’s foreign policy under Imran Khan
has no exception. Since Imran Khan became the Prime Minister of Pakistan in 2018, the
foreign policy of Pakistan seems to have been in a position of change. The policy change will
be explained by using Hermann’s three methods, which are: program change, second,
adjustment change, and last problem or goad change. Program change means that the
method of achieving foreign policy objectives has been changed. For instance, Imran khan is
focusing on the diplomatic initiative, instead of to use the military to resolve the issues with
India over the Kashmir issue.  Second, the adjustment change means that change in efforts
and/or scope of foreign policy. In the case of Pakistan, Imran is working to normalize Iran-
Saudi, Tehran-Washington and Taliban-US relations. Third, Problem/Goal Changes: the initial
problem or goal that the policy addresses is replaced or simply forfeited. In this foreign policy
change, the purposes of themselves are replaced. In this case, we will explain the “Kartarpur
Corridor” which is using as soft power. Compare to previous governments especially during the
post-9/11 decades there are no such changes have occurred in the foreign policy of Pakistan
(PFOP) as it occurring under Imran Khan Government.

Program Change

Imran Khan is trying to resolve the Kashmir issue by diplomatic negotiation rather than use of
military force, this function as a program change. The idea of Imran khan is very clear
regarding the use of the military as he remarked that “Prime Minister Imran said the Kashmir
issue could be resolved through dialogue as the war could not be a solution to any problem
and those looking for that option were fools.” Imran said that “We will never start the war. Both
Pakistan and India are nuclear powers and if tension escalates the world will face danger. I
want to tell India that war is not a solution to any problem. The winner in war is also a loser.
War gives birth to host of other issues”. Imran khan is pacifist and anti-war because his
thinking is that wars can never solve the problems. We have never seen such kind of changes
in Pakistan’s foreign policy in the contemporary political history if we compare it with previous
governments where no much focus has given to diplomatic negotiation as Imran giving; for
instance, he became the ambassador of Kashmir. We do not mean that previous governments
have not attached importance to diplomatic negotiation but we mean that at such level there
are no efforts where they entirely denied the use of the military. Currently, the approach of
Imran Khan to highlight the issue of Kashmir at the multilateral and bilateral forum is what
dubbed “Speech Diplomacy”. By speech diplomacy, we mean that Imran Khan is doing speech
in multiple forums such as the United Nations and others. Imran Khan is trying to pressurize
the Indian government for the purpose to achieve the foreign policy objective without using
military forces.

Adjustment change: it means that changes in efforts and/or scope of foreign policy. In the
case of Pakistan, Imran Khan is doing effort to normalize the relations of Iran-Saudi, Tehran-
Washington, and Taliban-US. Currently, during the US-Iran tension he did the effort to
normalize both state relations as he mentioned that the implication of the tensions will be
disasters for the whole Gulf region, and tried to deliver his message to President Trump that
“war is not the solution.” He asked the “FM Qureshi to visit Iran, KSA & USA to meet with
respective foreign ministers, Secretary of State; & COAS Gen Bajwa to contact relevant
military leaders to convey a clear message: Pakistan is ready to play its role for peace but it
can never again be part of any war”. Further, if we look to Afghanistan’s issue Imran khan is
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trying to normalize US-Taliban relations as Trump mentioned that “Pakistan has the power to
do so”. These efforts show the minor changes in Pakistan’s foreign policy under the Imran
khan government. 

Problem/Goal Changes: the initial problem or goal that the policy addresses is replaced or
simply forfeited. In this foreign policy change, the purposes of themselves are replaced. In
case the policy over “Kartarpur Corridor” has been changed that is a tool of soft power for
Pakistan. In November 2019, Imran Khan inaugurated the Kartarpur corridor to facilitate visa-
free entry of Indian Sikh pilgrims. To achieve foreign policy objectives Imran khan tried to
socialize and educate the Indian Sikh citizen as he remind to them that “I am always so happy
to see the Sikh community who have come here. God lives in the hearts of all of us. All the
messengers who have come and gone only ever brought two messages, that of peace and
justice.” In Pakistan’s political history there is no such kind of changes has occurred as it is
occurring under Imran Khan Government. 

Suggestions for Pakistan

We here suggest that over Kashmir issue only “speech diplomacy” is not enough Islamabad
should focus on two things, first, strategic partnership and second flexible consensus. These
factors are very important to achieve the foreign policy objective and make long-term relations
with other states. To do so Pakistan will not go into foreign policy dilemma especially on core
national interest that is Kashmir issue. 

Conclusion

Our argument here yielded a powerful result that’s Pakistan foreign policy under Imran khan
has been changed at the minor level. We explained that at three levels Pakistan FP has been
changed which are: program change, second, adjustment change, and last problem or goad
change. If we critically analyze the political history of Pakistan we do not see such kind of
Changes that have been occurred under the Imran khan government. 
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